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Nocturnal Dinghy Sailing

Many cruising yachtsmen sail only in the daytime,

insisting that snailing at night ic both unpleasant and

dangerous - especially in a dinghy. Given proper precautions

it is neither. In fact, on Calypso's most recent cruise, we

sailed at night on eleven of our fifteen passages, often

intentionally setting off in the evenings.

Many of one's most vivid memories stem from sailing at

nightr because one's sensations are often intensified. I

know nothing to equal the thrill of planing down a wave throwing

tp a Tfan of spray eaoh side, and leaving behind three trails of

sparkling phosphorescence. When one's crew member is_off watch

asleep on the floorboards, there is that indescribable feeling

of solitude and self-reliance. When off watch, one can lie

back, gaze at the stars, and listen to the sound of water before

sinking into sleep.

There is no reason why the dinghy sailor who is familiar

with the local waters should not go out at night just for the

hell of it. It is very different from racing round the buoys,

and he will be well aware that if anything goes wrong, there

is no rescue launch around to put it right. There are provisos.

It is essential to know one's boat well, and know where every-

thing is. If the helmsman suddenly yells "Down main" and you

grope around for the halyard to find it tangled round the

floorboards with the tail jammed in the centreboard case, then

the very least you can expect is a outburst of swearing!

The main problem i3 of course that it is dark! This means

that the sailor is unable to see where he is going and shipping

is unable to see him. Fortunately both these difficulties

are not insuperable, and iri fact sailing at night has many

advantageBs.
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Advantages for Cruising If the dinghy cruising man can

sail safely and comfortably at night, he has three main advantages,

1. The wind is usually lighter at night, and is always steadier

both in strength and direction. This means less need to play

*the sheets or reef down - an advantage when one's crew is asleep.

Squalls are rarer but it is harder to see them coming. For

this reason I don't recommend carrying a spinnaker at night - I

did once to try to cheat a foul tide - never again.

2. You can get further if you can sail at night. There is

nothing to prevent dinghies from staying out for a few hours

after dark to reach a port that would be otherwise too distant.

In the larger dinghies such as the Wayfarer, where it is quite

possible to sleep on the floorboards, one can sail day and night

making the best use of an anticyclonic spell.

3. Navigation off a strange coastline is invariably easier.

The Brittany coast is a good example, where landmarks are difficult

to identify, but the coast is so well lit that at night there is

little doubt about one's position. Such things as sector lights

in a harbour approach are a gift.

On an extended offshore cruise there are other advantages.

The range of usual navigational aids is always greater: in poor

visibility, the range of a lighthouse is much greater than the

limit of daytime visibility, and in good visibility the leom of a

light can be seen when the lighthouse is 30 miles away below

the horizon. Radio reception is better at night, and for those

who like to try their luck at astro-navigation, cloud cover is

usually less than in the daytime.

So much for the advantages. What then are the difficulties

and dangers?

Seein antl 9in Sc ½n One of the characteristics of a

cruising dinghy is that berths, galley, chart-table etc. are

all in the cockpit and this means most things are done without

the aid of a cabin light. Fortunately a pitch black night is

very rare. When one has been out in the dark for a long time
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(about twcnl.y minutes is the time taken for one's pupil's to

dilate fully), it is suprising how much one can see, whether

the sky is overcast or starry. If you are lucky enough to have

a full moon you can read the chart by it! Never-the-less, each

member of the grew should have a torch, preferably waterproof

and flat so that it can be kept in an oilskin pocket. Another

more powerful torch should be on board - to be used only for

signalling .hipping (this ensures that its batteries are never

run down at the critical moment).

Safety in Shipninn Shipping is undoubtedly the main hazard

Of sailing at night. The safest attitude is to assume that

you are invisible to shipping no matter how many radar reflectors,

lights etc., you have. The helmsman must have all round visibility

- a long Jib strop is essential. It is important to know

3intinctively how ships display their navigation lights - there

is little time for fumbling about with a wet almanack trying

to figure out whether a ship is turning towards or away from you.

In light weather oars should be readily accessible. There

is no way of signalling "This is a small sailing boat becalmed

in your path", The nearest equivalent in the International

Code of Signals is R `.-.) "The way is off my ship; you

may feel your way past me". Continuous flashing is probably

more effective, and you can publicize the fact that you are a

small sailing boat by shining the torch on the sails.

If the cruise is going to cross heavy shipping lanes, more.

precautions can be taken.

A satisfactory masthead light can be made by screwing a

torchor white light onto a piece of dowelling which is hauled

up on the burgee halyard. The batteries for this are waterproof

and one lasts a whole night. Calypso carries other.gear: a radar

reflector (hoisted on the spinnaker halyard, using as a strut

the spinnaker boom dipped onto an eye six feet above the deck);

a foghorn (this is useful for relieving nervous tention in a

shipping lane amongst other things); a waterproof lifeboat
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signalling torch; and white mini flares (these would be used

as a last r, ort because they are sometimes interpreted as

distres-z n rr ls).

Thin lint is fairly comprehensive, obviously not all this

equipment ii es.ential for a monnlight cruise on Lake Windermere'

Personal Safety The dangers of falling overboard at night

are well known and it is quite easy to fall out of a dinghy. A

lifeline is desirable by day, but essential at night. A harness

and line ca)n be easily made from a length of rope with a snap-

shackle at the other end. Both helmsman and crew should be

tied on at all times even when sleeping so that

(a) there is no risk of coming on watch having forgotten to

attach one's lifeline, and

(b) the czew ie ready for action such as going onto the

foredeck to release a snaxled jibeheet, In the event of "man-

overboard", probably the beat thing to do would be to heave to,

shine a torch and let the man overboard swim to the boat.

However, for 10/- one can buy a very worthwhile safety device -

a Mc Murdo Mlarker Light. This must have an accessible stowage

position. When thrown overboard it lights up in the water and

can be seen a mile away.

The Watch System One of the biggest problems on a long

passage in a dinghy is that the crew does not often get enough

sleep. It is not that it is difficult to get to sleep - far

from it. As anyone who has sailed offshore in a yacht will

know, one is usually tired enough to be able to sleep whenever

there is a chance to. Lack of sleep is dangerous as it is easy

to make a navigational slip when tired, or forget to keep a

shipping lookout, or cause an accidental gybe.

A rigid watch system is important, and most cruising skippers

fix watches of between two and four hours. There are pros. and

cons. for each extreme. As helming a dinghy for more than two

hours is hard work, there is much to commend a two-hour watch.
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The trouble is that in a two-hour off watch period, there is

little time for sleep due to the amount of navigation, stowing

away etc., to be (lone. Doing things in a dinghy takes longer

than in a yacht because everything has to be unstowed before

use and stowed away afterwards. At night all this takes longer.

It is fatal to leave gear unstowed as things quickly get lost,

trodden on or tangled up.

In a four-hour off watch period, one can reckon on getting

two hours straight sleep, but it is asking a lot of.the helms-

man to steer a compass course for four hours.

The off watch crew member gets a lot more sleep if the

helmsman can handle the boat and do the navigation single-handed.

This requires jibsheets to be led to jamming cleats aft, self-

bailer within reach of the helmsman, and tiller extention long

enough for him to reach the centreboard.

N1avi!uiti n The many advantages of navigation at night have

already been pointed out, it is more foolproof, and as navigstional

errors constitute the g.reatest danger at sea, one can reckon

that sailing, at night i: usually safer.

However, in the daytime, it is easy to look around and say

"We're about here on the chart", and even if one is where one

shouldn't be, any potential hazards are usually visible. At

night it is preferable to go through the rigmerole of talking.

bearings, plotting one's position, and checking that the course

does not pass near any rocks, shoals, overfalls etc. Unlit

buoys are as great a hazard as rocks. In a fresh breeze, it is

wise to reef down until off the plane due to the danger of un-

marked buoy , lobster pots and driftwood.

Navigation techniqu ins much the same as on a yacht, except

that one ir often workin,: in rain or spray. Almanachs, pilots,

logbooks et;., should be stowed in airtight "food boxes" lashed

down with shock cord in acbessible possitions. Matters are

simplified if tidal calculations and so on are done before leaving
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harbcur, or at least in daylight. But the chart must be usable

in all weathers. A cha.t table can be made by putting the

charts inside a waterpronf plastic chartcase together with 
a

piece of plywool. The chart can then be put across the knees

antd plottingi, done wi I.lilnarrnph pencil and Sestrel-Lluard

protractor (not paralleo rulers). But watch out for the chart

slipping inside the cane as all position lines are marked on

the case. A magnifying chartlight is an invaluable aid when

using a very detailed chart.

If the crew is to get enough sleep, the helmsman must be

able to do mluch of the navigation himself. For this, he must

be able to hicave to singlehanded to take sights and plot a

position. An all-weather deck log is essential, so. that the

helmsman earl keep a nv LLiOflal record, such as times of transits,

lights abeam, estimated speed and course. A Chinagraph pencil

and an area of deck or thwart painted white will dot Rough

bearings can be taken on the steering compass without the 
need

to heave to.

An illuminated steering compass is almost essential.

Skilled helmsmen can steer by the feel of the wind, water 
and

sails, but the wind rarely stays in the same direction long.

The practice of steering on a star is unreliable and complications

arise if a -atrr is mistaken for a steamer or vice versa: A

compass br:cket such as that illustrated ha; a detachable light,

and fits ot)tO any part; of the thwart. The compass can be

detached for hand bearings.

The man who knows his waters will not of course need a

steering compass, nor indeed much of the other equipment. But

a chart and simple compass are essential - even the most familiar

waters look strange at night.

Keepinp Warm The well equiped helmsman has the tiller in

one hand, and a bottle of duty free Rum in the other. However,

there are other ways! The two main factore in keeping warm are
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(a) feeding fuel into the body, and

(b) preventing heat loss from the body. Ideally, both

should be catered for, but if forced to do without one, one

must make up with the other. For instance, a seasick crew who

in unable to eat anything will soon start shivering unless he

has plenty of warm dry clothes on. Conversely, if unable to

change into extra clothes or get ones head down because of rough

weather, then chocolpte, dextrosal, coffee or self-heating

Heinz drinks go a long way towards-keeping one warm.

A gimballed windproof cooker solves a lot of problems, and

a couple of thermoses obviate the need to make coffee in the

middle of the night.

However, the off watch crew member tends to get cold;

particularly just after waking up. As much clothing as possible

should be worn, covered by oilakins - preferably one piece as

these remain waterproof when lying down, and prevent loss of

body heat due to evaporation of perspiration. Condensation is

a problem, and it would be anti-social not to change before

going ashore after a long passage: A lilo on the weather side

floorboards (head towards bows) is suprisingly comfortable,

and excellent insulation. But some extra covering is really

needed. A plastic "Sp ce blanket" is very light and easy to

stow but not; very warm mind tears easily. Easden Manufacturing Ltd.

have just lrough; out L n].ceping bag waterproof inside and out.

Perhaps this is the answer.

Nocturnal dinghy sailing is an exciting experience for the

racing fanatic or daytime potterer, and advantageous to the

cruising man. But preparations and precautions are more important

than in daytime as a crisis at night should be avoided at all costs.

P. R. Clutterbuck


